volume fraction increase and then reaches a maximum value. An optimum collector height (~ 10 mm) and particle concentration (~ 0.03%) achieving a collector efficiency of 90% of the maximum efficiency can be obtained under the conditions used in the simulation. However, the collector efficiency decreases as the irradiation time increases owing to the increased heat loss. A high solar flux is desirable to maintain a high efficiency over a wide temperature range, which is beneficial for subsequent energy utilization. The modeling results also show silver and gold nanofluids obtain higher photothermal conversion efficiencies than the titanium dioxide nanofluid because their absorption spectra are similar to the solar radiation spectrum.
Introduction
The increases in both the global population and living quality have increased the demand for electricity, but the amount of fossil fuels is limited. Moreover, the combustion of fossil fuels has resulted in many environmental concerns such as the greenhouse effect due to carbon dioxide emission and acid rain produced by acid gas emission [1, 2] . Hence, the development of efficient sustainable energy is currently one of the most important challenges. Solar energy, as a clean and sustainable energy source, provides a potential solution to this challenge. For instance, the solar energy that reaches the Earth's surface over one hour is greater than the worldwide energy consumption for one year [3, 4] . The challenges for solar energy lie in the effective absorption, conversion, and storage of solar radiation, which are significantly affected by the working medium [5] [6] [7] [8] . To simplify the collector and enhance its efficiency, a so-called Direct Solar Absorption Collector (DASC) has been proposed [9] . Compared with a surface-based collector, the DASC directly absorbs solar radiation in a bulk fluid, and the temperature distribution becomes more uniform, resulting in a small heat loss at the capture surface [10] . In a DASC, solar energy is directly absorbed and then transferred by the working fluid. Hence, the working fluid needs to have good optical performance to maximize the absorption of solar energy and possess excellent heat transfer capabilities to decrease the temperature difference [11] .
The application of a nanofluid as the working fluid of a DASC is a relatively new concept in the last decade [12, 13] , which was first demonstrated by Tyagi et al. [14] . Nanoparticles (NPs) dispersed in a base fluid offer the potential to improve the optical properties of nanofluids, which could lead to an increase in the collector efficiency due to the absorption and scattering of NPs.
Additionally, it has been shown that the addition of NPs has a dramatic effect on the base fluid's thermophysical properties such as the thermal conductivity, mass diffusivity, and viscosity [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Compared with the base fluid, the enhanced optical and thermophysical properties of a nanofluid allow it to be a working medium applied in different solar collectors [21, 22] . Tyagi et al. [14] revealed that under similar operating conditions, the efficiency of a DASC using nanofluids as the working fluid was up to 10% higher than that of a flat-plate collector. In addition, they also observed that the presence of NPs increased the absorption of solar energy by more than nine times compared to that of pure water. Many recent studies have indicated that the selection of the nanofluid is very important to obtain a performance enhancement in a DASC. A carbon nanotube/water nanofluid was applied as a working fluid in low-temperature DASCs by Karami et al. [23] . The extinction coefficient and thermal conductivity of the functionalized carbon nanotube nanofluid showed remarkable improvement compared to the base fluid, even at low particle loadings. Its promising optical and thermal properties, together with the appropriate stability, make it very interesting for increasing the overall efficiency of low-temperature DASCs. The extinction coefficient of a water-based aluminum nanofluid with a varying NP size and volume fraction was investigated and evaluated by Saidur et al. [24] . The particle size had a minimal influence on the optical properties of the nanofluid. Moreover, a promising improvement was achieved within a volume fraction of 1.0%, and the nanofluid was almost opaque to light. The optical properties of a titanium dioxide nanofluid for a DASC was studied by Said et al. [25] . Promising results were observed for NP volume fractions less than 0.1%. Despite having a very high extinction coefficient at shorter wavelengths, the addition of particles to water could also improve the light absorption ability in the visible-and shorter-wavelength regions. He et al. [26] experimentally investigated the photothermal properties of copper/water nanofluids. The results showed that the temperature of the copper/water nanofluids (0.1 wt.%) can be increased up to 25.3% compared with that of deionized water when the solar irradiation time was ~1200 s under natural sunlight. As stated above, different NP materials, NP volume fractions, and collector styles have significant impacts on the solar utilization efficiency. The selection of the working fluid is very important to obtain a performance enhancement in a DASC.
In recent years, the applications of plasmonic NPs for solar absorption have attracted significant interest [ 27 -29 ] . Research has showed that silver NPs exhibit an excellent photothermal conversion capability, even at very low NP volume fractions since the Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) in the nanostructures enhance the electric-field intensity, resulting in enhanced scattering and absorption coefficients at the LSPR frequency [30] . For the applications of plasmonic NPs, silver is the most attractive metal owing to its high surface plasmon strength, which allows silver nanofluids with very low concentrations to exhibit considerable absorption and scattering properties at the resonance frequency [31] . Further, many works have focused on the experimental determination or simulation of the optical properties of NPs for the application of plasmonic NPs to DASCs [27, 28, 32] . It should be noted that in addition to the properties of the working fluids, the parameters of a DASC also have strong impacts on the efficiency, which is a factor that has received little attention. A systemic simulation of the optical properties of the working medium and the collector parameters is significant for the application of plasmonic NPs to DASCs. To achieve an optimized collector efficiency, it is desirable to systematically investigate the photothermal conversion characteristics of plasmonic nanofluids under different conditions both experimentally and numerically, including different collector designs.
In this work, the photothermal conversion characteristics of plasmonic silver nanofluids for DASCs are investigated. Silver NPs are synthesized by using ascorbic acid as a reductant and citrate as a stabilizer. A one-dimensional transient heat transfer analysis is carried to analyze the effects of the NP volume fraction, collector height, irradiation time, solar flux, and NP material on the collector performance, leading to optimized collector and fluid parameters.
Numerical calculation
A one-dimensional (1-D) numerical analysis is developed to study a DASC undergoing transient heat conduction in the presence of natural convection on the top surface, as shown in Fig.   1 . The nanofluid is contained within the enclosure of the collector. The length of the collector along the horizontal direction is assumed to be sufficiently large compared to the height h in the vertical direction. The bottom, left, and right side walls are considered to be adiabatic, i.e., no heat flux is allowed to pass through except for the transmitted radiation. The top surface consists of selective glass that allows most of the incident solar flux to pass through it. As the temperature of nanofluid is low, the heat loss from the top surface exposed to the ambient atmosphere is mainly through convection. Therefore, only convection heat loss is considered for the top surface.
Solar radiation
The incident radiation is considered to be the incoming solar radiation. To consider the irradiated solar energy, it is necessary to know the values of the solar radiation intensity for the calculated wavelength. The atmospheric absorption is neglected in the following calculation.
Hence, the incident solar intensity is calculated using the blackbody relation based on Planck's law, which describes the amount of electromagnetic energy at a certain wavelength radiated by a blackbody at thermal equilibrium. The relation is given as follows: 
where b I  is the spectral intensity of the blackbody, h is Planck's constant, k B is the Boltzmann constant, c 0 is the speed of light in vacuum,  is the wavelength, and Solar T is the solar temperature, which is taken as 5800 K. The incident solar heat flux is modified to CG, where C is the modification factor, and G is the heat flux radiated by a blackbody at 5800 K. The air mass is 1.5 (i.e., AM = 1.5), which represents the solar spectrum at the mid-latitudes, and the solar intensity is 1000 W/m 2 according to the ASTM G-173 standard. The value of C is taken as 0.74 to match the solar intensity at AM = 1.5. The spectral radiant intensity versus the wavelength is shown in Fig. 2 , and the solar intensity is 1000 W/m 2 after the integral calculation.
Radiative properties
When radiation passes through a medium, its energy will be gradually reduced because of absorption and scattering. The Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) describes the interrelation among emission, absorption, scattering, and transmission when the radiation energy passes through a medium. It is an energy-balance equation along the direction of the propagating radiation, which is expressed as follows [33] :
s ss s s s (2) where I  is the spectral intensity, s is the vector of the location, a k  is the spectral absorption coefficient, s k  is the spectral scattering coefficient, and ' are the directions of radiative transfer, and   is the spectral scattering phase function. When the NP volume fraction is less than 0.1%, it is possible to neglect the directional dependence of the radiation, and only one dimension is considered. Since the fluid temperature in the collector is not very high, the emission term is excluded. The scattering efficiency of the nanofluid is proportional to the biquadrate of the NP size, which will be described in Eq. (10) . Moreover, the calculated particle sizes are within the nanoscale range. Therefore, to maintain a simple model, the RTE can be simplified as follows:
where e k  is the spectral extinction coefficient. When the volume fraction of the NPs is less than 0.6 vol.% and the particle size is very small, the particles can be assumed to be in the independent scattering regime [34] , which requires relatively simple calculations of the optical properties. The present model assumes independent scattering, where the scattered radiation does not depend on each other. Hence, the intensities can be added, and the extinction caused by the nanofluid could be obtained by adding the individual contributions from the NPs as well as the base fluid [14, 24, 25] . It can be calculated by considering the independent extinction coefficient as follows:
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The complex refractive index m can describe the optical constant of the absorbing medium:
where n is the refraction coefficient, and  is the absorption coefficient.
Only absorption should be considered, and scattering can be neglected in a pure fluid. Thus, the spectral extinction coefficient of the base fluid (i.e., water) can be calculated by 
Finally, the extinction of the nanofluid could be calculated on the basis of the wavelength, the NP volume fraction and diameter, and the main optical constants of the base fluid and NPs.
Governing equations
A transient energy equation coupled with the RTE (Eq. (3)) is adopted to predict the DASC performance. Moreover, the thermodynamic properties of the nanofluids are calculated by predictive models. The density of the nanofluid can be assumed to be equal to the base-fluid density because the NP volume fraction calculated in this model is very low and the effect of the NPs on the density can be neglected.
The specific heat of the nanofluids will change as NPs are added and can be modeled by the following equation [35] : in the nanofluids can be neglected owing to the low NP volume fraction (less than 0.1%) and temperature (less than 100 °C) [37] . In this equation, r q is the radiative heat flux, resulting in heating of the fluid from the incident solar radiation, and is defined in Eq. (14). 
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where h c is the convection heat transfer coefficient, which is assumed as 10 W/(m 2 ·K) for the typical natural convection from air; and T  is the ambient temperature, taken as 20 °C. The boundary conditions for other surfaces are considered as adiabatic conditions, i.e., no heat flux is allowed to pass through, except for the transmitted radiation.
Finally, the collector efficiency  can be evaluated by [38] () ()
where m is the nanofluid mass in the collector, average T is the average temperature of the nanofluid, initial T is the initial temperature of the nanofluid, A is the top cover area of the solar collector, G is the solar flux incident upon the solar collector, t  is the irradiation time, and H is the height of the solar collector.
Solution methodology
A finite difference method was used to solve the coupled RTE (Eq. (3)) and energy balance equation (Eq. (13)). The control volume integral method was chosen to derive the discretization equations. Accordingly, the spectral, time, and spatial spaces were divided into uniform nodes.
Each interval was chosen to ensure that the iterations were consistently convergent and stable.
First, the radiative heat flux with respect to y was determined through the numerical integration of Eq. (3) at time t i . Second, the divergence of the radiative heat flux was incorporated into the energy balance equation to determine the temperature at time t i+1 using the implicit difference method. The new obtained temperature was subsequently reintroduced to the first step, and the above processes were repeated. Mesh refinement along the y direction was conducted to make the maximum variance in the temperature less than 0.01 °C. Table 1 lists the physical properties of water and silver for the calculation. The optical constants (such as n and ) were obtained from references [39] and [40] .
Experimental section

Silver-nanoparticle synthesis and characterization
Materials: Silver nitrate (AgNO 3 , 99%), ascorbic acid (C 6 H 8 O 6 , 99%), and trisodium citrate (Na 3 C 6 H 5 O 7 , 99%) were supplied by Aladdin (http://www.aladdin-e.com/) and used as received.
Deionized water and redistilled water were used in the experiments.
Silver-nanoparticle synthesis: Silver NPs were synthesized by using ascorbic acid as a reductant and citrate as a stabilizer on the basis of Qin et al. [41] with minor changes. The specific synthesis process is as follows (Fig. 3) . In vial A, 0.033 g of ascorbic acid and 0.264 g of trisodium citrate were dissolved in 100 mL of water with ultrasonic oscillation for 3 min. Then, Characterization: Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used to observe the sizes and shapes of the silver NPs. SEM was performed with a Zeiss Supra 55 Sapphire electron microscope at a bias voltage of 30 kV. The average size and standard deviation of the silver NPs were determined from SEM images by averaging the diameters of at least 100 particles using a software application called Nano Measurer 1.2. As seen in the SEM images in Fig. 4 (a) , the average size is ~53 nm. The optical absorbance spectra were measured at room temperature using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Pgeneral TU1901), where the nanofluid was held in quartz cuvettes with a beam path length of 10 mm. The absorbance spectra of the silver nanofluid is shown in Fig. 4 (b) using water as the reference. One peak absorption wavelength was observed at 481 nm. The original solution was diluted to a volume fraction of 6.2 ppm and was applied in the following photothermal conversion experiments.
Photothermal conversion experiment
A schematic of the photothermal conversion test equipment is shown in Fig. 5 . To examine the influence of the collector geometry, two test sections made of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
were fabricated. For model 1, the size of the inner box is 100 mm × 100 mm × 6 mm, and that of the outer one is 160 mm × 160 mm × 
Experimental results and comparison with numerical calculation results
The 
Results and discussion
Having demonstrated the validity of the model, this section will present the basic results for the DASC obtained from the model and discuss the effects of the variations in several operation parameters including the irradiation time, the height of the DASC, and the NP volume fraction on the collector efficiency or temperature. 
Effect of the volume fraction
The variation in the collector efficiency as a function of the NP volume fraction f v is shown in Fig. 8 . In the visible-light region, the extinction coefficients are more sensitive to variations in the NP volume fraction at relatively low NP volume fractions. By increasing the NP volume fraction, the collector efficiency rapidly increases, meaning that the nanofluid absorbs much more solar energy. However, with a further increase in the volume fraction, the collector efficiency tends to approach a maximum value asymptotically, regardless of the radiation time. The attenuation of the solar radiation passing through the collector would be enhanced as the NP volume fraction increases, which in turn increases the collector efficiency. However, as the attenuation varies exponentially with the extinction coefficient (as shown in Eq. (3)), the efficiency initially increases sharply at low concentrations but quickly reaches the asymptotic value. This suggests that a practical particle concentration should be used for any application by considering the tradeoff between the increase in the collector efficiency and increased NP cost. For different irradiation times, similar collection efficiency curves are observed, but the maximum efficiency decreases as the radiation time increases. This result indicates that an increase in the NP volume fraction is initially more beneficial for increasing the collector efficiency, and the enhancement in the collector efficiency would decrease gradually. For the case (i.e., silver nanofluids with an NP size of 10 nm and a collector height of 6 mm) considered here, a practical NP volume fraction would be 0.03% for achieving a collector efficiency of 90% of the maximum efficiency at different times, as shown in Fig. 8 .
Effect of the solar collector height
The influence of the solar collector height on the collector efficiency is shown in Fig. 9 . The collector efficiency increases as the collector height increases and then reaches a maximum value, which is different for different irradiation times. By increasing the collector height, the distance traveled by the solar radiation is increased owing to the attenuation of the spectral intensity, and more solar energy can be absorbed by the fluid, leading to higher efficiencies. However, the variation in the solar radiation intensity in the depth direction would decrease and then tend to a constant value owing to exponential attenuation, as indicated by Eq. (3). Therefore, when the collector height reaches a certain value, the collector efficiency would not be greatly enhanced any more, which is actually shown by the asymptotic behavior of the curves in Fig. 9 . As such, the increase in the collector efficiency becomes very small when the collector height is sufficiently large. Again, a realistic collector height should be used for practical considerations. A practical collector height would be 10 mm for achieving a collector efficiency of 90% of the maximum efficiency considered here, as shown in Fig. 9 .
Effect of the irradiation time
As shown in Fig. 10 , the collector efficiency decreases as the irradiation time increases, which is associated with an increased heat loss. At the beginning, the temperature difference between the fluid and the atmosphere is small, resulting in a high collector efficiency. With an increase in the irradiation time, the fluid temperature increases, and the heat loss is enhanced, which leads to a reduction in the collector efficiency. As nanofluids with a higher NP volume fraction have stronger absorption of solar energy as well as a large heat loss, a higher NP volume fraction shows a larger rate of decrease in the efficiency, as shown in Fig. 10 (b) . A nearly constant collector efficiency of ~20% is observed for water. Theoretically, when the heat loss and solar radiation energy are equivalent, the collector system reaches a steady state, and the efficiency would become zero, as no more solar energy is absorbed. Therefore, it is important to choose an optimal irradiation time in terms of the collector efficiency for solar utilization.
Effect of the solar intensity
The solar radiation intensity does not always match the conditions of AM = 1.5 owing to variations in the location and weather. Hence, the effects of the solar flux are calculated, discussed, and shown in Fig. 11 . When increasing the solar flux, the fluid temperature in the collector increases accordingly. For the same solar flux, the temperature gradient decreases as the irradiation time increased owing to the increased heat loss at a higher temperature. The high solar flux allows the collector to operate with a high efficiency over a wide temperature range. To obtain the same efficiency, a fluid irradiated with a higher solar flux should have a higher temperature. As it is beneficial for the working fluid to have a high temperature for subsequent utilization, it would be desirable to operate the solar collector at high solar radiation in terms of the temperature and collector efficiency.
Effect of the nanoparticle material
Finally, the collector temperatures and efficiencies of the DASC for different NP materials such as gold, silver, and titanium dioxide are compared for the same NP size (10 nm) and volume fraction (0.01%), as shown in Fig. 12 . The results show that gold and silver nanofluids obtain a higher temperature and efficiency than those of a titanium dioxide nanofluid and water. The differences can be attributed to the various spectrum-dependent extinction coefficients of the working fluids. As a semiconductor material, titanium dioxide has a certain forbidden band gap, and if the photon energy is greater than the forbidden band gap, it will be absorbed and produce electron-hole pairs. The calculated critical absorption wavelength of titanium dioxide lies in the ultraviolet region, which is far from the solar intensity peak, as shown in Fig. 13 (c) . For plasmonic NPs, the extinction coefficients of silver and gold NPs would be strongly enhanced at the LSPR frequency, which lies at ~500 and ~400 nm for gold and silver, respectively, as shown in Moreover, the majority of solar energy is in the visible-light region, which leads to a large enhancement in the temperature and efficiency of silver and gold nanofluids. Further, the wavelength at which the peak extinction coefficient is obtained for the gold nanofluid is closer to the wavelength of the peak solar intensity, resulting in a higher temperature increase and an efficiency greater than that of the silver nanofluid. The absorption region of water is mainly in the near infrared region, which is also far from the wavelength of the peak solar intensity, as for the titanium dioxide nanofluid in Fig. 13 (d) . Therefore, under the same conditions, the gold and silver nanofluids show much better photothermal performance than the titanium dioxide nanofluid.
Considering the effect of the NP material, it is important to choose a material with suitable optical properties that match the solar spectral intensity in order to achieve the best solar absorption effect.
Conclusions
A numerical analysis was carried out to solve the RTE and energy balance equation to investigate the DASC performance and obtain the temperature distribution. Silver nanofluids were 
